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NYQ Books™ announces the publication of
To the Dark Angels by Jared Smith
March 1, 2015 - New York, NY - NYQ Books™ is proud to announce the publication of To the Dark Angels by
Jared Smith. To The Dark Angels is a compassionate, transcendent journey through the mysteries, myths, and
struggles of our time. It is dark at times, yet richly luminous, woven from the fiery brightness of love and a
gentle humor, as Jared Smith employs the depth of a half-century of poetic craft and hard-earned experience in exploring the profound value of human dignity placed against the cosmic dance we share with all
life, the earth, and the unknowable itself. This is a deeply resonant song of maturity, which ultimately fills the
reader with a sense of peace and joy that will last a lifetime.
A.D. Winans
Jared Smith’s poems are as necessary to life as a mother’s breast to a new born baby. Here is a poet who
values place and time and ties the two together in a spiritual journey for answers to this thing we call life;
poems of memory and reflection that will stay with the reader long after you turn off the lights and lose
yourself in the mystery of sleep.
Richard Broderick
“A murmuring blows across these stars at night./Our fine-tuned eyes turned up cannot hear the song....” Jared Smith declares (“Voyagers”) in his newest collection, then proceeds, poem after poem, to do exactly that, turning his fine tuned eyes (and ears) toward the
cosmos and transcribing its song. This is a finely wrought work of loss and longing, of stories whose narrative details track back and
forth across the only apparently firm boundary separating dreams from waking life.
Kyle Laws
Jared Smith writes “...the black ink of man’s meanings when he is lost...remind me he is always lost, but that...he speaks...to draw others in to catch their breath.” The poems in his latest collection allow plenty of respite in which to catch the breath. They remind us, as
William Carlos Williams said, “No ideas but in things,” that the landscapes we inhabit are packed full of the metaphysical. Under Jared’s
skillful hand, we move with ease between the physical and philosophical reaching the thoughtful spaces in our lives we crave. To the
Dark Angels is “the sun...fully risen and the snow...fully flown.”
Jared Smith is the author of nine previous volumes of poetry, dating from 1983, in addition to two CDs, and
stage adaptations of his work in New York and Chicago. Actively involved in the literary and poetry scene for
more than 40 years, he has served as an Editorial Board Member, Board Member, and Advisory Board Member
of The New York Quarterly; as a Contributing Editor for Home Planet News; as Poetry Editor of Trail & Timberline; and several-time Guest Editor of The Pedestal Magazine; as well as past President of Poets & Patrons in
Chicago; and host of three reading venues during the 1980s in New York’s Greenwich Village; among other
ventures in the arts.
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NYQ Books™ was established in 2009 as an imprint of The New York Quarterly Foundation, Inc. Its mission is to augment the New York
Quarterly poetry magazine by providing an additional venue for poets who are already published in the magazine.
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